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ABSTRACT

Emotion representations are psychological constructs for modelling,
analysing, and recognising emotion, being one essential element
of affect. Due to its complexity, the boundaries between different
emotion concepts are often fuzzy, which is also reflected in the di-
versification of emotion databases, and their inconsistent target la-
bels. When facing data scarcity as an ever present issue for acoustic
emotion recognition, the straightforward method to jointly use the
existing data resources is to map various emotion labels onto one
common dimensional space; this, however, comes with considerable
information loss. To solve the dilemma of data aggregation whilst
efficiently exploiting the emotion labels in terms of their original
meaning and interrelations, we advocate the usage of multi-task deep
neural networks with shared hidden layers (MT-SHL-DNN), in which
the feature transformations are shared across different emotion re-
presentations, while the output layers are separately associated with
each emotion database. On nine frequently used emotional speech
corpora and two different acoustic feature sets, we demonstrate that
the MT-SHL-DNN method outperforms the single-task DNNs trained
with only one emotion representation.

Index Terms— Deep Neural Networks, Multi-task Learning,
Affective Computing, Emotion Recognition

1. INTRODUCTION

Emotion has been widely studied in various scientific disciplines like
neuroscience, psychology, and cognitive science since long before
the emergence of Affective Computing in the second quinquennium
of the 1990s [1]. Within the realm of emotion research, the most
prevailing emotion modelling concepts are derived from categorical,
dimensional, and appraisal-based approaches [2]. The categorical
emotion theory postulates that the affect system consists of a limited
set of universal basic emotions (e. g., happiness, surprise, fear, sad-
ness, anger, and disgust) [3]. However, many complex and subtle
affective states such as sleepiness, stress, and depression cannot be
adequately covered by or reduced to these basic emotion categories.
Further, a number of studies posit that affective states are not isolated,
discrete entities, but they are rather connected in a systematic manner
[4, 5, 6]. Hence, dimensional models regard affective experience
as a continuum of highly interrelated and often ambiguous states,
similar to the spectrum of colour [7, 8]. To date, the most widely
used dimensional concept is the circumplex model of affect, which
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relates all affective states to two independent neurophysiological di-
mensions: i. e., valence (pleasant–unpleasant) and arousal (activation–
deactivation) [4]. In addition, a third dimension of dominance and
submissiveness can be integrated into the arousal and valence model,
commonly referred to as the PAD (Pleasure, Arousal, Dominance)
emotion space [9, 10]. In contrast to the aforementioned emotion
theories, the appraisal-driven componential models of emotion were
proposed by Scherer et al. [11, 12]. From these different conceptu-
alisations of emotion, heterogeneous emotion databases have been
created, each of them having varying descriptive labels or annotation
schemes [13, 14].

In Machine Learning, the rich sources of information as conveyed
by such diversity of emotion databases are often sacrificed in favour
of data aggregation by assigning higher-level emotion descriptors [15]
to the dominant two-dimensional arousal and valence model. Thus,
some underrepresented or ambiguous emotion classes (e. g., disgust,
surprise) are subsumed under the categories ‘other’ or ‘undefined’,
and excluded from the recognition task to bypass the crux in data
aggregation [16]. The general scarcity of labelled data compounds
the problem of lacking training data for emotion recognition. This
point is particularly crucial when it comes to deep neural networks
without special pre-training, which require significant amount of
learning data [17]. To break down the wall between different emotion
representations across databases, we propose the multi-task deep
neural network with shared hidden layers (MT-SHL-DNN), in which
the feature transformations computed in the hidden layers are made
common for all emotion labelling schemes considered, while the
softmax layers functioning as log-linear classifiers are separately
assigned to each emotion recognition task. In this way, we achieve
large-scale data aggregation without any information loss owing to
label mapping or discretisation. On top of that, we show that the
MT-SHL-DNN outperforms the single-task DNNs (ST-DNN) trained
with single emotion databases, yielding efficient exploitation of label
interdependencies.

In the remainder of this contribution, we review state-of-the-art
methods in this field before introducing the MT-SHL-DNN approach.
Empirical evaluation was carried out on nine frequently used emotion
databases and two standard acoustic feature sets as described in the
Sections 4 and 5. Finally, we discuss our experimental findings and
provide further impulses for future research in the Sections 6 and 7.

2. RELATED WORK

The first benchmark for acoustic emotion recognition with deep neu-
ral networks was set by Stuhlsatz et al. [18], showing significant im-
provement over the performance of Support Vector Machines (SVMs).
However, without the supporting function by data aggregation and
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multi-task learning, their proposed data-driven Generalised Discrimi-
nant Analysis (GerDA) based on DNNs is subject to serious limitation
due to the high number of emotion classes and the relatively small
number of available examples. Deng et al. [19] introduced for the
first time the shared-hidden-layer autoencoders (SHLA) approach
for learning common feature spaces shared across the training and
test set to diminish their discrepancy resulting from different corpora.
However, unlike our study, this work does not exploit the multi-task
learning capabilities of DNNs. In the related field of Automatic
Speech Recognition (ASR), Huang et al. [20] demonstrated that
multilingual DNNs with shared hidden layers can significantly re-
duce word error rate over monolingual DNNs trained using only the
language specific data. Further, it was shown that the shared hidden
layers can be effectively transferred to improve recognition accu-
racy of new languages. Most recently, the shared-hidden-layer DNN
approach has been effectively applied to language modelling [21].
Furthermore, recurrent DNN based transfer learning from dimen-
sional to categorical emotion attributes of a single emotion database
has been investigated in the work [22], with moderate success; yet
this study does not exploit multi-task learning. To the authors’ best
knowledge, supervised multi-task learning with DNNshas never been
applied to acoustic emotion recognition before.

3. MULTI-TASK SHARED-HIDDEN-LAYER DNN

Figure 1 depicts the structure of the MT-SHL-DNN, in which acoustic
input features are transformed through the cross-task hidden layers.
Unlike standard DNNs, multiple output layers are used for emotion
classification according to various conceptualisations, such as the
valence/arousal dimensions, or a set of affective states. These emo-
tion target schemes are viewed as tasks in the multi-task learning
framework. Each output layer is assigned to a specific task, with
the number of nodes corresponding to the task’s number of emotion
classes. The input and hidden layers are shared across all the tasks.

The motivation for using this network structure is two-fold: First,
multi-task learning acts as a regularisation for the network training,
since the hidden layer representation is coerced to be predictive for a
broad range of emotion representations. Second, it allows an utterance
to be interpreted in manifold ways according to various emotion
representations. This is unlike the application of shared-hidden-layer
DNNs to multi-lingual automatic speech recognition [20] or language
modeling [21], where usually utterances are transcribed only in a
single language. In case that such multi-dimensional interpretation
of an emotional speech utterance is desired, the proposed multi-task
network structure is far more efficient than using a set of single-task
networks, since the input-to-hidden and hidden-to-hidden connections
have to be computed only once for each input vector, and the number
of parameters in each output layer is small.

Mathematically, the output y = N (x) of the MT-SHL-DNNN
on an acoustic feature vector x is composed of sub-vectors for each
task 1, . . . , C:

y =
[
y(1);y(2); . . . ;y(C)

]
, (1)

where each y(c), c = 1, . . . , C corresponds to a transformation of
the last hidden layer activation with a task-specific weight matrix
W

(c)
H :

y(c) = H(W(c)
H h) = H(W(c)

H G(WH−1(· · · G(W1x)))), (2)

with an output layer activation function H and a hidden layer ac-
tivation function G. Biases are omitted in the above equation for
readability, but were used in our experiments. Optimisation of the

DB 1 DB 2 DB 3 DB N

Shared Hidden Layers

Input Layer:

Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task N

Feature Transformations

Fig. 1. Structure of the multi-task deep neural network with shared
hidden layers (MT-SHL-DNN) applied on N emotion databases (DB),
each with its own emotion representation (EMO REP).

parametersW = {W1, . . . ,WH−1,W
(1)
H , . . . ,W

(C)
H } of the MT-

SHL-DNN is done via error back-propagation and stochastic gradient
descent (SGD). Assuming that each acoustic feature vector xi in
the training set belongs to exactly one task ci with label zi, the loss
function to be minimised is

LMT =
∑
i

L(y(ci), zi), (3)

i. e., the outputs for the tasks c 6= ci are irrelevant. Hence, the
forward and backward propagation mechanism needs to evaluate only
one output layer per input vector. In order to increase efficiency,
we can limit each mini-batch to be used in SGD to input vectors
belonging to a single task, which we will refer to as homogeneous
mini-batches. Alternatively, we conjecture that we might be able to
improve performance by using stratified mini-batches, where every
mini-batch is representative of the full training set in that it contains
input vectors from each task.

4. EMOTIONAL SPEECH DATABASES

We retain the choice of the nine most frequently used emotional
speech databases from the previous benchmark work [18], ranging
from enacted over induced to spontaneous emotion portrayal. The
Airplane Behaviour Corpus (ABC) [23] is an audio-visual emotion
database created for the special target application of public trans-
port surveillance. The recordings are based on mood induction by
pre-recorded announcements during a simulated vacation flight. The
Audiovisual Interest Corpus (AVIC) [24] features the level of interest
of subjects in the scenario in which a product presenter led them
through a commercial advertisement. The Danish Emotional Speech
(DES) database [25] contains recordings of four professional actors,
each of them articulated two isolated words, nine sentences, and
two passages of fluent text in different emotions. The Berlin Emo-
tional Speech Database (EMOD) [26] is targeted at a number of basic
emotionsexpressed by German actors. The eNTERFACE (eNTER)
database [27] involves subjects speaking pre-defined content in Eng-
lish, after having listened to six short stories, each of them eliciting
a particular emotion. The Belfast Sensitive Artificial Listener (SAL)
is a subset of the HUMAINE database [28, 29] containing audiovi-
sual recordings from natural human-computer conversations. The
SmartKom (Smart) corpus [30] features spontaneous speech produced
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Corpus Content # / Emotion # Inst hh:mm #Subj Cond kHz

ABC German
fixed

aggr
95

chee
105

into
33

nerv
93

neut
79

tire
25 - 430 1:15 8

4f
acted
studio 16

AVIC English
free

loi1
553

loi2
2278

loi3
170 - - - - 3002 1:47 21

10f
spont

normal 44.1

DES Danish
fixed

angr
127

happ
86

neut
85

sad
84

surp
84 - - 419 0:28 4

2f
acted

normal 20

EMOD German
fixed

angr
127

bore
79

disg
38

fear
55

happ
64

neut
78

sadn
53 494 0:22 10

5f
acted
studio 16

eNTER English
fixed

angr
215

disg
215

fear
215

happ
207

sadn
210

surp
215 - 1277 1:00 42

8f
acted

normal 16

SAL English
free

q1
459

q2
320

q3
564

q4
349 - - - 1692 1:41 4

2f
spont

normal 16

Smart German
free

angr
220

help
161

joy
284

neut
2179

pond
643

surp
70

unid
266 3823 7:08 79

47f
spont
noisy 16

SUSAS English
fixed

hist
1202

meds
1276

neut
701

scre
414 - - - 3593 1:01 7

3f
mixed
noisy 8

VAM German
free

q1
21

q2
50

q3
451

q4
424 - - - 946 0:47 47

32f
spont
norm 16

Table 1. Overview of the selected emotion databases
Abbreviations: Inst: instances; Subj: subjects (m: male, f: female); Cond: condition; spont.: spontaneous speech; aggr: aggressive, angr: anger, bore: boredom,
chee: cheerful, disg: disgust, happ: happy, help: helplessness, hist: high stress, into: intoxicated, loi13: level of interest 13, meds: medium stress, nerv:
nervousness, neut: neutral, pond: pondering, q1 q4: quadrants in the arousal-valence plane, sadn: sadness, surp: surprise, tire: tired, unid: unidentifiable

through Wizard-of-Oz dialogues. The Speech Under Simulated and
Actual Stress (SUSAS) database [31] was designed for stress-inducing
scenarios from four domains: Simulated Stress, Calibrated Work
Load Tracking Task, Acquisition and Compensatory Tracking Task,
and Amusement Park Roller-Coaster. The Vera-An-Mittag (VAM) cor-
pus [32] was extracted from spontaneous and emotionally coloured
speech of guests during a German TV talk show. A detailed overview
of the databases is given in Table 4. From this, we can make two
observations: It can clearly be seen that the overlap in classes is
low, and any attempt to map the representations to each other would
inevitably result in a loss of information in the label space. By data
aggregation, we can leverage 15 hours of speech data while individual
databases would have around one hour of data with the exception of
the larger SmartKom database. This clearly illustrates the potential
of the proposed multi-task learning approach.

5. ACOUSTIC FEATURES

We evaluated the effectiveness of the MT-SHL-DNN method on two
acoustic feature sets, which serve as standard references in speech
emotion recognition. The ComParE set of supra-segmental (utterance-
level) acoustic features contains 6 373 static features, which are ob-
tained by computing statistical functionals over low-level descriptor
(LLD) contours. For feature extraction, we used openSMILE in its
2.1 release [33]. To alleviate overfitting, we further applied the “ex-
tended Geneva Minimalistic Acoustic Parameter Set” (eGeMAPS)
[34], which was selected for its potential to index affective physi-
ological changes in voice production. In total, the eGeMAPS set
contains 88 features, including spectral (MFCC 1–4, spectral flux)
and frequency related parameters (formant 2–3 bandwidth).

6. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Our experiments were devoted to verifying the effectiveness of multi-
task vs single-task training, and experimenting with different batching

schemes as well as acoustic feature sets. As evaluation measure, we
used Unweighted Average Recall (UAR) because it is also meaning-
ful for highly unbalanced distributions of instances among classes,
compared to weighted average recall (‘conventional’ accuracy). We
used the Scikit-learn machine learning module [35] and the deep
learning library Keras which is capable of running on top of either
Theano or TensorFlow.

In the pre-processing stage, the data sets were normalised to
zero mean and unit standard deviation. When using homogeneous
mini-batches, each database is divided into 20 mini-batches. When
using stratified mini-batches, all training instances are partitioned
into stratified mini-batches of 100 samples each. The creation of
mini-batches is done randomly at the start of each epoch.

For better comparison with the previous benchmark results
[18], we performed Leave-one-Speaker-Out (LOSO) validation for
databases with 10 or less subjects, otherwise Leave-One-Speakers-
Group-Out (LOSGO) to ensure speaker independence. Here, it is
noted that Stuhlsatz et al. [18] selected 5 speaker groups with utmost
equal number of male and female speakers and samples per group for
LOSGO evaluation, whereas we partitioned all training data into 5
gender-stratified speaker groups.

Moreover, we investigated the performance of the MT-SHL-DNN
method on different feature sets (cf. Section 5). Based on previous
experience, the network topology included five hidden layers (H = 5)
with rectified linear activation function for the hidden layers and
softmax activation function for the output layers. The loss function L
in the multi-task objective (3) was the cross-entropy. With the large
ComParE feature set, we used 2 048 neurons per hidden layer, and the
training process was conducted for 80 epochs. The learning rate was
set to 0.01 and Nesterov momentum with coefficient 0.9 was used.
The DNNs for the eGeMAPS feature set had 256 neurons at each
layer and were trained for 500 epochs. In a preliminary experiment,
we had found that with this reduced feature set, larger networks did
not perform better than this small topology. For both feature sets,
dropout with probability of 0.5 was used on the input layer to improve
generalisation.
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UAR [%] stratified homogeneous
Corpus SHL SHL+Retrain SHL SHL+Retrain
ABC 56.11 54.94 51.26 52.36
AVIC 56.62 57.23 56.28 56.08
DES 52.16 54.67 53.96 55.39

EMOD 82.34 78.63 78.47 81.09
eNTER 66.32 69.11 68.32 69.19

SAL 28.78 30.13 31.05 30.75
SMART 24.06 24.88 25.70 25.93
SUSAS 62.51 63.10 62.41 64.31
VAM 38.27 39.39 40.61 40.40
Mean 51.91 52.45 52.01 52.84

Table 2. Emotion recognition performance in terms of UAR on
the ComParE feature set; Mini-batches either stratified including
instances from all corpora or homogeneous containing samples
from only one database; SHL: performance of the MT-SHL-DNN;
SHL+Retrain: single-task DNNs trained from MT-SHL-DNN

Finally, since the proposed multi-task learning approach allows
us to leverage multiple training databases as well as regularise the
network training, we hypothesise that the trained MT-SHL-DNN
network can be used as a starting point to train improved single-task
networks. To this end, we created single-task networks with param-
eters W(c) = {W1, . . . ,WH−1,W

(c)
H } from the trained shared

hidden layers and a single trained output layer for task c. Then, we
re-trained the entire parameter setW(c) on a single emotion database.

In Table 2, two observations can be made. First, training with
homogeneous mini-batches seems to be slightly better than stratified
mini-batches. This is encouraging as homogeneous mini-batches
can be trained more efficiently. Second, for both batching methods,
training a task-specific network based on the MT-SHL-DNN improves
the accuracy compared to the MT-SHL-DNN itself. This is not
surprising, as fine-tuning the hidden layer weights for each database
leads to a blow-up of the effective number of parameters that is
proportional to the number of databases. Conversely, the comparison
with the single-task DNNs in Table 3 shows that the results obtained
by the MT-SHL-DNN are superior to those of the set of single-task
DNNs, on average across the nine databases (52.01 vs 51.57 % UAR).
Although the improvement is not statistically significant according
to a one-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test, it is remarkable given the
compactness of the MT-SHL-DNN compared to the set of nine single-
task DNNs. Moreover, Table 3 confirms the usefulness of the the
MT-SHL-DNN as an initialisation for training the set of single-task
DNNs, leading to improved accuracy for both evaluated feature sets.
For the ComParE feature set, the improvement across databases is
significant at the 0.01 level (from 51.57 to 52.84 % UAR).

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we applied for the first time multi-task deep neural
networks with shared hidden layers (MT-SHL-DNN) to acoustic
emotion recognition. On nine frequently used emotional speech
databases, we showed that the MT-SHL-DNN yields remarkable
performance compared to single-task DNNs trained with only one
emotion classification scheme, and that an effective data aggregation
scheme is obtained by training DNNs staring from a MT-SHL-DNN.
The robustness of the approach was validated on the ComParE and
eGeMAPS feature set.

In future work, we aim to extend the MT-SHL-DNN approach for

UAR [%] eGeMAPS ComParE
Corpus ST SHL+Retrain ST SHL+Retrain
ABC 46.51 46.74 50.80 52.36
AVIC 52.39 54.42 55.85 56.08
DES 53.23 53.31 55.94 55.39

EMOD 73.21 71.30 78.75 81.09
eNTER 61.05 62.94 68.95 69.19

SAL 32.53 31.05 28.27 30.75
SMART 20.64 21.95 24.54 25.93
SUSAS 61.26 60.58 62.94 64.31
VAM 37.78 38.42 38.10 40.40
Mean 48.73 48.97 51.57 52.84

Table 3. Single-task (ST) DNN performance in terms of UAR com-
pared to retrained MT-SHL-DNN with homogeneous mini-batches,
using the eGeMAPS or ComParE feature set

acoustic emotion recognition by using multiple softmax and linear
layers for combined classification and regression tasks. For this
purpose, the cross entropy loss and sum of squared errors need to be
appropriately weighted. Moreover, we will investigate cross-emotion
model transfer to improve recognition accuracy of new emotions.
Finally, we will explore the MT-SHL-DNN approach for a broader
range of speaker state and trait recognition tasks, such as the ones
outlined in the work [36].
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